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Tracking wildlife
with a camera lens

Kenji Goto

Apparent
hostage
execution
deplored
Japanese leader condemns
‘heinous act of terrorism’
in beheading of 2nd citizen
By ELAINE KURTENBACH
and YURI KAGEYAMA
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READY TO RECORD: Ginny Fifield, a volunteer with the Modini Mayacamas Preserves, tends to one of several wildlife cameras she has placed in the preserves
off Pine Flat Road in northern Sonoma County. She removes the card reader once a month or so to check the activity of wild animals in the area.

Researchers study numbers, movements of elusive animals
By CLARK MASON
THE PRESS D E MO C RAT
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mprovements in camera
technology are bringing
to life the formerly unseen
world of wild animals that populate the hills and valleys of the
North Coast.
Scores of motion-activated
wildlife cameras, strategically
positioned to capture movement
24 hours a day, are capturing
images of the elusive creatures
that live on the margins of civilization, what researchers refer to
as the “rural-urban interface.”
From the Mayacmas Mountains northeast of Healdsburg
to the sprawling Pepperwood
Preserve west of Calistoga, from
a relatively narrow corridor in
Sonoma Valley to the flanks of
Sonoma Mountain, the fairly

low-cost cameras are producing
remarkable stills and videos of
mountain lions, bobcats and
black bears, along with more
mundane shots of deer, rabbits
and the occasional wood rat.
“We have a healthy community of wildlife,” said Michelle
Halbur, an ecologist at the
3,120-acre Pepperwood Preserve
northeast of Santa Rosa, which
has 21 high-definition cameras
set up. “It’s really exciting to see
how much is here and how prevalent they are on the landscape.”
The cameras, most of them
placed by scientists, cost around
$150. They not only help document the type of animals out
there and their relative numbers, but also are important in
pinpointing wildlife corridors
considered essential to large
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT: This image of a bear was captured by a remote
camera placed in the Modini Mayacamas Preserves by volunteer Ginny
Fifield. Improvements in technology are bringing to life the formerly
unseen world of wild animals in the hills and valleys of the North Bay.

Mountain lions nearby, but rarely seen
By CLARK MASON
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FREQUENT TRAVELER: A mountain lion
is captured on camera in the South Bay.

TOKYO — Japan and other
nations condemned with outrage and horror the purported
beheading by the Islamic State
group of Kenji Goto, a journalist
who sought through his coverage of Syria to convey the plight
of refugees, children and other
victims of war.
The failure to save Goto raised
fears for the life of a Jordanian
fighter pilot also held hostage
by the extremists. Unlike earlier
messages, an online video purporting to show an Islamic State
group militant beheading Goto,
circulated via social media late
Saturday by militant sympathizers, did not mention the pilot.
Goto’s slaying shocked this
country, coming a week after another video showed Japanese hostage Haruna Yukawa was killed.
“I feel indignation over this
immoral and heinous act of terrorism,” Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe told reporters today after
convening an emergency Cabinet meeting in the wake of the
news about Goto.
“When I think of the grief of
his family, I am left speechless,”
he said. “The government has

he most fascinating creature caught on wildlife
cameras in the Bay Area
may be the mountain lion, a large
carnivore that lives close by, occasionally slipping among us, but
rarely seen.
Sherry Adams, a biologist who
lives at the Modini Mayacamas
Preserves northeast of Healdsburg, jokes that “the mountain
lions know me by name,” even

though they stay out of sight.
“They are in fact there,” she
said. “The cameras show them
enough. We know they are around
more often than we see them.”
Biologists say the big cats with
the long, thick tails are among the
first species to disappear as the
natural habitat becomes fragmented.
But scientists say these top
predators, or “ecosystem regulators,” are important to help
maintain the balance of plants
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Adding that
digital tip
can cost you
By HILARY STOUT
NEW YO R K T I M ES

The flat white coffee drink
was $4. A suggested tip was $3.
The cashier at Café Grumpy,
a New York City coffeehouse,
swiped the credit card then
whirled the screen of her iPad
sales device around to face
the customer. “Add a tip,” the
screen commanded, listing
three options: $1, $2 or $3.
In other words: 25 percent,
50 percent or 75 percent of the bill.
There was a “no tip” and a
“customize tip” button, too, but
neither seemed particularly inviting as the cashier looked on.
Under that pressure, the middle
choice — $2 — seemed easiest.
American consumers are feeling a bit of tip creep.
Leaving 15 percent for full service (the former standard tip at
TURN TO TIP, PAGE A6
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POSSIBLE METEOR SEEN: Reports of streaking

fireball in North Coast sky send emergency
crews searching unsuccessfully for debris / B1
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